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Lesson 2

Look it Up

Grammar
1. They ............. to Spain on holiday if they liked hot weather.

1) go 2) will go 3) went 4) would go

2. If I ............. a movie star, I’d marry someone famous.
1) were 2) was 3) be 4) would be 

3. If he trained every day, he ............. his country.
1) could represent  2) will represent
3) may represent  4) would be represented

4. They would have more money ............. they bought so many clothes.
1) if 2) unless 3) whether 4) since

5. My brother met a woman ............. I used to work with in California about 5 
years ago.

1) whom 2) which 3) whose 4) where

6. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?
1) Give this ID card to the man whom you already know him.
2) Did you find the book which you were looking for it?
3) I saw the man who he is famous for inventing plastic.
4) We visit the building which is famous for its unusual design.

7. July is the month in ............. the weather is usually the hottest.
1) when 2) which 3) where 4) that

8. Did I tell you about the car salesman ............. tried to sell me a defective truck?
1) whose 2) who’s 3) which 4) who

9. The children ............. the Smiths adopted are from three different countries.
1) whose 2) whom 3) which 4) who’s

10. The people ............. I call most often on my cell phone are my mother and sister.
1) whose 2) who’s 3) which 4) who

11. William is not looking for a job .............. has a long commute.
1) that 2) whom 3) who 4) whose
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12. The art school .............. Lori applied to is very demanding.
1) whose 2) who’s 3) which 4) who

13. I still remember the man .............. taught me to play guitar when I was a boy.
1) which 2) whom 3) who 4) whose

14. People .............. estimate that 45,000 people worldwide die from starvation.
1) who works in the hunger program 2) who’s working in the hunger program
3) who work in the hunger program 4) whose working in the hunger program

15. The woman .............. talking about suddenly walked into the room.
1) whom I was 2) whom was 3) who was 4) who 

16. Mrs. North teaches a class .............. native language is not English.
1) who 2) whom 3) who’s 4) whose

17. I live in a dormitory ............. come from various countries.
1) where 2) who 3) which residents 4) whose residents

18. The man ............... beard caught on fire when he lit a cigarette poured a glass 
of water on his face.

1) who 2) whom 3) which 4) whose

19. 1357 is the year ............. the Islamic revolution took place. 
1) what 2) where 3) when 4) which

20. 1357 is the year in ............. the Islamic revolution took place. 
1) what 2) where 3) when 4) which

21. If he ............. a degree from Tehran University, he would get a good job.
1) has 2) doesn’t have 3) had 4) didn’t have

22. The miser hid his money in a place ............. it was safe from robbers.
1) where 2) when 3) which 4) who

23. The house in ............. I was born and grew up was destroyed in an earthquake 
ten years ago.

1) where 2) which 3) that 4) who

24. If he ............. taller, he would be a good basketball player.
1) would be 2) were 3) will be 4) is

25. If my apartment ............. larger, I would not have to move.
1) be 2) were 3) would be 4) is

26. If she ............... the money in time, she’ll go to California on her next vacation.
1) will get 2) get 3) would get 4) gets
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27. If .............., the university would accept him this semester.
1) applies by August 15 2) applied by August 15 
3) he applies by August 15 4) he applied by August 15 

28. If Dorothy ............... badly hurt in a car accident, she would ............... in last 
month’s marathon.

1) were - participate  2) weren’t - participated
3) were - participated 4) weren’t - participate

29. If I ............... earlier for the appointment, I .............. glad to have some coffee 
with you.

1) would be - were 2) would be - was 3) were - would be 4) was - was

30. If Jackie and Mary were in better physical condition, they ..............
1) would enjoying the hike more 2) might enjoying the hike more
3) would enjoyed the hike more 4) might enjoy the hike more

31. Dr. Lacey was the kind of administrator ................ tried to maintain high morale 
among his staff by encouraging open.

1) which 2) who 3) whose 4) whom

32. If water is heated to 212 degrees F. , ................ as steam.
1) it will boil and escape 2) it boils and escapes
3) it is boiling and escaping 4) it would boil and escape

33. The students asked her professor if he would go on the space ship .............. .
1) if he knows 2) if he knew 3) he knows 4) he knew

34. If cauliflowers are not protected from extreme temperatures, .............. .
1) the heads will get discolored. 2) the heads would get discolored. 
3) the heads get discolored 4) the heads get discolored.

35. One of ................ exciting sections of New York City is Greenwich Village, 
................ is located on the lower West Side.

1) the most -which  2) more -which
3) the most - whose  4) more - whose

36. Greenwich Village is a place ................ attracts the young especially, as well as 
those who are young in spirit.

1) which 2) who 3) whose 4) whom

37. Greenwich Village is a place .............. the genuine and the false exist side by side.
1) where 2) when 3) whose 4) who
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38. The chairs ............ were in bad condition ............ out to be repaired and refinished.
1) that - sent 2) which - sent 3) that - was sent 4) which - were sent

39. The bank ............ he keeps his money now is a very old and reliable one.
1) whom 2) when 3) whose 4) where

40. A heaven body ............ revolves around the sun ............ a planet.
1) that - called  2) which - is being calling
3) that - was called  4) which - is called

41. The queen .............. serves as a symbol of nobility and dignity ............ by her 
people.

1) whom - loved  2) who - loved 
3) whom - is called  4) who - is loved

42. A cook ............ his culinary art in France ............ to be very good.
1) whom he has studied - expected 2) whom he has studied - is expected 
3) who has studied - expected 4) who has studied - is expected

43. A man ............ may be disappointed.
1) who has too great expectation from his son
2) whom has too great expectation from his son
3) whom he has too great expectation from his son
4) whose great expectation has from his son

44. An air conditioner ............ quite expensive.
1) that has all later improvements is
2) whose improvements are all the latest 
3) that has all the latest improvements are
4) which has all the latest improvements is

45. If a hypothesis .............. testing, we .............. that it is true, but we ............ it.
1) withstand - may not conclude - would retain
2) withstands - may not conclude - may retain
3) will withstand - won’t conclude - may retain
4) withstood - won’t conclude - would retain 

46. The musicians ............ arrived very late because of traffic jam.
1) whom had hired for the office party
2) whose the company had hired for the office party
3) whom the company had hired for the office party
4) which the company had hired for the office party
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47. The rains ............... came too late to save the crops.
1) which the farmers were expected
2) which the farmers were expecting
3) whom the farmers expecting
4) which the farmers were expecting

48. Abstract art .............. aesthetic form rather than with graphic representation.
1) that many people do not understand concerned with
2) which many people do not understand is concerned with
3) that many people do not understand concerned with
4) which many people do not understand are concerned with

49. The car ................ by the cheering crowds.
1) which the president was riding was continually being robbed
2) where the president was riding was continually robbing
3) which the president was riding continually being robbed
4) in which the president was riding was continually being robbed

50. The man .............. was reluctant to report the theft to the police.
1) whose money had stolen 2) whose money had been stolen
3) which money had stolen 4) which money had been stolen

51. The office workers ............... by the company.
1) whom had gone on strike for higher pay were dismissed
2) whom they had gone on strike for higher pay dismissed
3) who had gone on strike for higher pay were dismissed
4) who had gone on strike for higher pay dismissed

52. Tennis ................ by two or four players offers a pleasant means of recreation 
for young people.

1) which can play  2) that can be playing
3) that are played  4) which can be played

53. This television program .............. is very popular with young children.
1) whom some educators are producing
2) whom some educators were producing
3) which some educators are producing
4) which some educators were producing

54. Some people do not like modern art ............... only a random splashing of paint 
on canvas.

1) which was 2) which were 3) that is 4) that are
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55. Cannibal ................
1) was a human being which eats the flesh of its own kind.
2) was a human being which ate the flesh of its own kind.
3) is a human being who eats the flesh of its own kind.
4) is a human being who is eating the flesh of its own kind.

56. Demagogue is a leader .............., false claims and promises in order to gain power.
1) which make use of popular prejudices
2) which makes use of popular prejudices
3) who makes use of popular prejudices
4) who makes use of popular prejudices

57. Peninsula is a piece of land ................ a larger body by an isthmus.
1) which nearly surrounded by water and connected with
2) that is nearly surrounded by water and connected with
3) which nearly surrounded by water and connected to
4) that is nearly surrounded by water and connected to

58. ..............., we would go fishing to have peace and quiet.
1) If it was raining cats and dogs
2) When it was raining cats and dogs
3) Unless it were raining cats and dogs
4) Unless it wasn’t raining cats and dogs

59. .............. he would be astonished at all the new building that have gone up here.
1) If he wasn’t alive today 2) If he were alive today
3) Unless he wasn’t alive today 4) Unless he were alive today

60. ............... so stubborn, he ............... our new chairman.
1) If he weren’t - were 2) If he weren’t - would be
3) Unless he weren’t - were 4) Unless he weren’t - would be

61. He .............. dead now if ............... him right away.
1) were - the doctor didn’t operate
2) was - the doctor didn’t operate on
3) would be - the doctor wasn’t operated
4) would be - the doctor didn’t operate on

62. I would wear my red dress ............... a stain in the front.
1) if it had  2) if it didn’t have
3) unless it didn’t have 4) unless it weren’t
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63. .............. the consequences of their action, they wouldn’t do such a silly thing.
1) If they didn’t realize 2) If they realized
3) Unless they didn’t realize 4) Unless they were realized

64. We .............. your order immediately if we have some more cameras in stock. 
1) will fill 2) would fill 3) fill 4) filled

65. He .............. the door for me if the superintendent had a master key.
1) will unlock 2) would unlock 3) unlock 4) unlocked

66. The newspaper article was about a man .............. died two weeks ago of a rare 
tropical disease.

1) whose 2) in which 3) who’s 4) who

67. If the oxygen supply in the atmosphere .............., it would soon be exhausted.
1) did not replenish by planet 2) was not replenished by planet
3) has not replenished by planet 4) were not replenished by planet

68. If the ozone of the atmosphere ............... out the ultraviolet rays of the sun, life 
as we know it ................ on earth.

1) didn’t filter - wouldn’t evolve 2) wasn’t filtered - didn’t evolve
3) weren’t filtered - wouldn’t evolve 4) doesn’t filter - won’t evolve

69. If biennials ................ this year, they ................ likely to bloom next year.
1) planted- would be  2) were planted - would be 
3) were plant - will be 4) planted - will be

70. If humans .............. of sleep, they ............... hallucinations, anxiety, coma and 
eventually, death.

1) totally deprived - experienced
2) were totally deprived - experienced
3) totally deprived - would experience
4) were totally deprived - would experience

71. If a live sponge ............... into pieces, each piece will turn into a new sponge 
like the original one.

1) breaks 2) broke 3) was broken 4) is broken

72. If the cerebellum of a pigeon .............. 
1) destroyed, the bird would be able to fly.
2) destroyed, the bird would not be able to fly.
3) was destroyed, the bird would be able to fly.
4) was destroyed, the bird would not be able to fly. 
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73. .............. the environment better, there .............. adequate supplies of natural 
resources for future generations.

1) If we manage - won’t be 2) Unless we manage - won’t be 
3) Unless we manage - aren’t 4) If we don’t manage - will be 

74. If it ............... more humid in the desert of the southwest, the hot temperatures 
would be unbearable.

1) be 2) was 3) is 4) were
75. If the food we eat lacks minerals, then the body ................ from its bones for 

more urgent needs. 
1) could use the store 2) can use the stores 
3) uses the store  4) used the store 

76. If a ruby’s heated, it .............. .
1) temporarily lose its color 2) will temporarily lose its color
3) temporarily lost its color 4) would temporarily lose its color

77. ............... him regularly, he wouldn’t work for you at all.
1) Unless you paid 2) Unless you pay 3) If you paid 4) If you hadn’t paid

78. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT? 
1) Toys which contains lead paint are unsafe for children.
2) People who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw stones.
3) The rice which had for dinner last night was very good.
4) Did you hear about the man whom rowed a boat across the Atlantic Ocean?

79. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT? 
1) Tea which made from herbs is called herbal tea.
2) A river that polluted is not safe for swimming.
3) We enjoyed the city which spend our vacation.
4) One of the elephants which we have seen at the zoo has only one tusk.

80. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?
1) The company didn’t want to hire a man who experience was so limited.
2) The company didn’t want to hire a man that his experience was so limited.
3) The company didn’t want to hire a man whom experience was so limited.
4) The company didn’t want to hire a man whose experience was so limited.

81. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?
1) She wore a dress what everyone considered extravagant.
2) She wore a dress whose everyone considered extravagant.
3) She wore a dress which everyone considered extravagant.
4) She wore a dress who everyone considered extravagant.
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82. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?
1) John didn’t want to do business with a man which had been in prison.
2) There was a story in the paper about the man that his car was stolen.
3) Take your car back to the man whom sold it to you.
4) The ship that we boarded in Rio was bound for Marseilles.

83. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?
1) The woman that her photograph was in the paper is making a speech at the town 
hall tonight.
2) The woman whose her photograph was in the paper is making a speech at the 
town hall tonight.
3) The woman that photograph was in the paper is making a speech at the town hall tonight.
4) The woman whose photograph was in the paper is making a speech at the town 
hall tonight.

84. Which sentence is grammatically INCORRECT?
The sunglasses which I was looking for were under the sofa.
The sunglasses that I was looking for were under the sofa.
The sunglasses I was looking for were under the sofa.
The sunglasses I was looking were under the sofa.

85. Which sentence is grammatically INCORRECT?
1) The health care workers who I spoke to were really helpful.
2) The health care workers who I spoke to them were really helpful.
3) The health care workers to whom I spoke were really helpful.
4) The health care workers that I spoke to were really helpful.

Vocabulary
86. Besides listing goals, the site has .......... a file to explain rules and procedures.

1) connected 2) compiled 3) combined 4) contained

87. She is ............... more relaxed now that she has been in the job for a while.
1) immediately 2) definitely 3) suddenly 4) quickly

88. The plan was .............. rejected by management at this morning’s meeting 
without any chance to be voted again.

1) carefully 2) essentially 3) relatively 4) decisively 

89. Analysts predict the company will ................ over 100 full-time and permanent 
jobs in the region.

1) relate 2) provide 3) correct 4) define




